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Abstract
Accessory navicular (AN) is a developmental variation of the secondary 
ossification center of the navicular tuberosity. Ten percent of patients with AN 
will have pain symptoms that affect walking and life. As the AN changes the 
position of the posterior tibial tendon insertion, children with AN often have 
posterior tibial tendon function insufficiency and flexible flat foot. Surgical 
treatment is often required after failure of conservative treatment. This article 
reviewed the etiology, clinical manifestations, complications, and treatment 
methods of AN.

Key Words: Accessory navicular; Posterior tibial tendon; Flexible flatfoot; Kidner 
procedure; Treatment
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Core Tip: Accessory navicular is a developmental variation of the secondary ossification 
center of the navicular tuberosity. Ten percent of patients with accessory navicular will 
have pain symptoms that affect walking and life. Because the accessory navicular 
changes the position of the posterior tibial tendon insertion, children with accessory 
navicular often have posterior tibial tendon function insufficiency and flexible flatfoot. 
Surgical treatment is often required after failure of conservative treatment. This article 
reviewed the etiology, clinical manifestations, complications, and treatment methods of 
accessory navicular.
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INTRODUCTION
Accessory navicular (AN) is a developmental variation of the secondary ossification center of the navicular tubercle. 
Ossification of AN begins at approximately 9 years of age in females and 12 years of age in males. It is usually caused by 
failure of the secondary ossification center to heal with the navicular bone. AN is an autosomal dominant congenital 
malformation with an estimated prevalence of 10%-12% in children[1]. Studies have shown that females develop the 
disease earlier than males[1-3]. Surgical intervention is often needed if conservative treatment for painful AN fails, but 
there are numerous complicated surgical treatment methods and no unified surgical standard. In this study, the causes, 
types, imaging evaluation, relationship with flat foot, surgical treatment options, and the advantages and disadvantages 
of these treatment options were reviewed.

The causes of AN pain are still controversial[4] and include the following: posterior tibial tendinitis; articular cartilage 
injury; ligament relaxation; bursa inflammation of bony elevation; flat foot; and biomechanical changes in the middle of 
the foot. There is currently no unified view to support them. AN pain is most common in the medial side of the foot 
during puberty. Occasionally, pain symptoms begin in the ankle. In some patients with symptomatic paravicularis, foot 
valgus deformity may occur. Kim et al[5] postulated that biomechanical changes of the posterior tibial tendon were the 
main cause of painful AN, and diabetes was a risk factor for posterior tendinopathy.

The severity of pain is associated with edema of the soft tissue covering the AN, which may result from friction of the 
soft tissue caused by external compression resulting in bursitis or in response to biomechanical stress or direct trauma[6]. 
During magnetic resonance imaging of the ankle joint, Gursoy et al[7] observed that tendinopathy was greater in AN 
patients than in normal individuals. In patients with AN, edema of the posterior tibial tendon was significantly greater. 
Bone marrow edema was also observed in athletes with AN[2].

The prevalence of AN bone is relatively high; however, less than 1% of patients with AN bone have pain symptoms in 
the clinic[8]. In the study by Kalbouneh et al[9], 10% of AN patients had pain symptoms. Although AN is rarely 
associated with pain syndromes, clinicians must be familiar with these variants to avoid misinterpreting them as avulsion 
fractures[10].

CLASSIFICATION
AN bone can be divided into three types according to its relationship with the navicular bone[2]: Type I AN is completely 
separate from the scaphoid bone and is round or oval; Type II AN is contiguous but not fused with the navicular bone, 
connected to the navicular body of the foot by fibrocartilage, is triangular or cordate, and can be subdivided into type IIa 
(AN is in front of the navicular bone, above the navicular bone) and type IIb (AN is behind the navicular bone, below the 
position of type IIa); and Type III AN is fused to the scaphoid bone and forms a bony fusion, beak, or horn bone type. 
Regarding type II AN, Kamel et al[11] divided it further into three levels according to the severity of collateral navicular 
bone marrow edema: Grade 1, the weak signal is similar to synchondrosis; Grade 2, the medium signal is located in the 
AN and navicular tubercles but does not extend to the navicular bone; and Grade 3, the strong signal extends into the 
navicular bone.

RADIOLOGY
X-ray with weight bearing position is an important basis for selecting surgical methods for patients with AN. When 
necessary, 45° oblique film is taken to identify the subtypes of type II AN[12]. The degree of foot abduction is assessed by 
measuring the first plantar calcaneum angle and talonavicular covering angle in the anterolateral position. When the 
talonavicular covering angle is greater than 10°, this indicates a lateral dislocation of the scaphoid against the talus. 
Lateral radiology measurement of the Meary angle greater than 4° indicates the presence of flat foot. The normal value of 
the heel distance angle (kite angle) is between 25° and 45°, and when the angle exceeds 45°, this indicates that the foot is 
ectropion. The normal Pitch angle of the calcaneus is between 17° and 32°, and less than 17° indicates arch collapse.

These angles are of great significance in the classification of AN and the diagnosis of whether it is combined with flat 
foot[2]. In the differential diagnosis of avulsion fractures of the navicular and AN, a 99mTcMDP bone scan[13] and 
computed tomography examination are sometimes required; however, computed tomography examination has no 
obvious significance for diagnosis and classification. Early identification of the cause of pain is also feasible with magnetic 
resonance imaging, which can not only determine the degree of myelopathy but also the scope of posterior tendinopathy, 
with high sensitivity and specificity. However, it is expensive and not the first choice. B-ultrasound plays an essential role 
in evaluating the integrity of the transposterior tendon and degeneration of articular cartilage. It can also perform 
dynamic localization of tender points and can be used to accurately block pain points to improve pain symptoms.

https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v11/i35/8256.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v11.i35.8256
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ASSOCIATION WITH FLAT FOOT
AN is usually associated with flat feet[12,14], but there is not necessarily a causal relationship between the two. Therefore, 
they should be evaluated and treated separately. The treatment method is controversial, and the clinical effect of various 
surgical methods is different. Depending on whether the AN bone is combined with flat foot, whether there are 
symptoms, and how to reconstruct the arch after AN resection, the clinical effect of various surgical methods is also 
different. Both holistic consideration and independent evaluation are needed to achieve the optimal treatment of AN with 
flat foot[15]. Some studies have suggested that the deformity of flat foot is a secondary change of AN, which is related to 
dysfunction of the posterior tibial tendon[16]. It has also been reported that formation of the scaphoid bone is not caused 
by AN but by excessive tension and pulling of the posterior tibial tendon. The degree of flat foot has nothing to do with 
the development and severity of symptoms in patients with AN[4]. AN may present with painful symptoms in 
childhood, which is associated with gradual flattening of the arch. During childhood development and adolescence, the 
arch will gradually develop with age, and the pain symptoms will disappear.

Other studies have suggested that the Kidner procedure may not be necessary during the surgical treatment of soft flat 
feet in children with painful type II AN bone. Pain in the AN bone region is likely to be relieved with preservation of the 
AN bone, while reconstruction of the posterior tibial tendon is only slightly helpful for reconstruction of the medial arch
[17]. Tian et al[18] used a 5 mm spring ligament resection to tighten it and internal fixation of medial cuneus osteotomy to 
stabilize the medial column in order to effectively maintain the medial longitudinal arch and correct the flat foot 
deformity in AN. Kim et al[19] studied the rigid flat foot of children and adolescents with symptomatic AN using 
calcaneo-cuboid-cuneiform osteotomy and a modified Kidner procedure. They concluded that both surgical methods 
significantly improved pain symptoms and the angle of the talonavicular covering and calcaneal inclination angle in the 
anterolateral bearing position.

Other studies suggested that the more severe the degree of flat foot, and the earlier the onset, the greater the benefit 
patients gained from surgical resection[6]. Studies have suggested that flat feet or posterior tendon dysfunction is partic-
ularly related to AN type II and III[20]; thus, there may be a correlation between flat feet and symptomatic AN. However, 
Cha et al[21] did not detect a clear correlation between AN and flat foot, and the relationship between AN and flat foot 
was a separate issue. Shi et al[22] reported that subtalar joint fusion combined with medial soft tissue reconstruction is 
suitable for children and adolescents with scaphoid bone combined with flexible flat foot. This procedure can 
significantly reduce the pain and improve the function of patients. Its advantage is that it can restore the arch of the foot 
without loosening internal implants, relieve pain, and improve the function of the affected foot, but the disadvantage is 
that it causes pain and swelling in the sinus tarsi region. Excessive screw placement may result in a second operation to 
remove and replace the screw, resulting in scaphoid nonunion. Similarly, the subtalar arthroereisis combined with 
modified Kidner procedure reported by Fang et al[23] is suitable for adolescents with painful accessory scaphoid bone 
combined with flexible flat foot. Its advantages are to restore the foot arch, relieve pain, and improve the function of the 
affected foot, while its disadvantages are tarsal sinus pain and local pain recurrence of accessory scaphoid bone.

TREATMENT
The treatment of painful AN includes conservative treatment, simple AN excision, the Kidner procedure, the modified 
Kidner procedure, different internal fixation of AN excision, minimally invasive fusion, and fixation and fusion of AN 
and the navicular.

Conservative treatment
Conservative treatment is the first choice for early painful AN, but for athletes, surgical treatment is more conducive to 
rehabilitation than conservative treatment[8]. Conservative treatment includes: (1) Wear loose shoes to prevent friction 
between the medial side of the midfoot and the shoe and avoid strenuous exercise; (2) Isometric contraction exercise of 
toes grasping the ground to enhance the strength of the posterior tibial tendon to increase the height of the foot arch; (3) 
Immobilizing the affected foot to improve local pain symptoms; and (4) Local physical therapy and oral nonsteroidal pain 
medication to control symptoms. At present, it is recognized that if the pain symptoms are not relieved or worsen after 6 
mo of conservative treatment, surgical treatment is required.

Simple AN resection
A skin incision is made on the surface of the AN, the AN is exposed, the posterior tibial tendon is dissected, and AN and 
painful bursa are sutured after resection along the dorsal side of the insertion of the posterior tibial tendon. This 
procedure is characterized by no disruption of the plantar side of the posterior tibial tendon, but if any part of the 
posterior tibial tendon is dissected, it is refixed and attached to its original position. Simple AN resection has the 
advantage of minimal trauma and can effectively reduce the incidence of pain complications[24]. The disadvantage is that 
it does not improve the arch height. The relative lengthening of the posterior tendon may increase the risk of arch 
collapse and aggravate the flat foot deformity. When AN is larger than 7 mm, it will form a defect between the posterior 
tibial tendon and the navicular. Therefore, simple resection is not suitable for AN larger than 7 mm[25]. Patients with 
posterior tibial tendon function insufficiency are also not suitable for simple AN resection, as it will aggravate the risk of 
flat foot. However, AN resection combined with posterior tibial tendon tightening can effectively alleviate the occurrence 
of postoperative pain and complications, and is suitable for athletes[26]. Pretell et al[27] reported that in a comparison 
between AN resection alone and AN resection combined with posterior tibial tendon reconstruction, there was no 
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significant difference in the clinical results between the two surgical methods. However, the number of complications 
after AN plus tibial tendon reconstruction was greater than that after simple AN resection alone, and there was the 
possibility of secondary surgery.

The Kidner procedure
The aims of this operation are to remove the AN and navicular tuberosity, completely cut the posterior tibial tendon 
attached to AN, partially cut the posterior tibial tendon bundle, and then reconstruct the severed posterior tibial tendon 
on the metatarsal side of the navicular tuberosity to restore the direction of the force line of the posterior tibial tendon. 
After the bone tunnel is established, the posterior tendon is fixed by internal fixation, and the tendon sheath is repaired 
layer by layer. After the operation, a varus cast is fixed for 2 wk, and then fixation is changed to the neutral position for 2 
wk. The advantage of this procedure is that it can restore the height of the foot arch, restore the alignment of the posterior 
tibial tendon, and relieve pain. The disadvantages of this procedure include bone nonunion, destructive bone, scaphoid 
fracture, degeneration of the posterior tibial tendon, and recurrent pain. Theoretically, AN resection may lead to an 
increased risk of nonunion of the bone-tendon interface after posterior tibial tendon reconstruction, and excessive 
contraction of the reconstructed posterior tibial tendon has a significant impact on stability, which is also the reason for 
the lack of significant relief regarding postoperative pain symptoms[28]. Although the relationship between the AN-
navicular joint and foot valgus is controversial[29], Choi et al[30] suggested that recurrent pain symptoms after the Kidner 
procedure were related to flat foot or hindfoot valgus. However, Kim et al[31] suggested that if recurrent pain occurs after 
surgery, the pain symptoms can be relieved by aligning the heel after calcaneal medial displacement osteotomy.

Modified Kidner procedure
The posterior tibial tendon is exposed by removing the AN cartilage junction and local fusion of the scaphoid and by 
removing the tissue approximately 4 cm above the superior border of the posterior tibial tendon. The cartilage joint 
between AN and the navicular is located, the cartilage is removed, the AN and the navicular tuberosity are separated, AN 
is removed from the fusion surface, the fusion surface is drilled with Kirschner wire, the accessory scaphoid is moved to 
the distal metatarsal side and fixed with an anchor, and the posterior tendon is sutured layer by layer. The procedure 
does not require casting, but the foot needs to be weight-free for 6 wk. The advantages of this procedure are recon-
struction of the posterior tibial tendon and preservation of its integrity, pain relief, and improvement in the height of the 
foot arch. The disadvantages are bone nonunion, navicular fracture, bone destruction, and major trauma. Kim et al[32] 
used the modified Kidner procedure to treat 11 cases (14 feet) with painful AN in adolescents, and postoperative follow-
up showed excellent results in 7 cases and good results in 4 cases. Luo et al[33] used the modified Kidner procedure 
combined with tenoscopy to treat painful AN, which significantly relieved foot pain and improved foot function.

Selection of internal fixation
Various studies have reported different internal fixation methods, including anchor, hollow screw, Kirschner wire, etc, 
which can be used for scaphoid fixation[34]. Jang et al[35] compared screw and tension band internal fixation for painful 
accessory scaphoid fixation and concluded that there was no significant difference between the two methods. The size of 
AN is too small for bone fusion. The internal fixation method should be selected according to the diameter of AN. 
Internal fixation complications include internal fixation breakage and loosening, fracture, and postoperative pain. The 
posterior tibial tendon can also be sutured directly at the bone-tendon contact. Kakihana et al[36] suggested that a suture 
anchor may be the first choice for the treatment of AN with persistent pain in adolescents.

Percutaneous drilling technique
Kirschner wire is inserted percutaneously from the posterior part of the AN process to the navicular through the 
symphysis cartilage, and the wires penetrate at different points (average, 6 points) under X-ray guidance. The foot is fixed 
in an infra-knee cast in the moderate equinovarus position for 3 wk. Full weight-bearing is performed 1 wk after cast 
removal, and the cartilage union is drilled percutaneously to facilitate fusion. The advantages of this operation are less 
trauma, no incision, no change in the biological force line of the posterior tendon, and few complications. The 
disadvantages are a high incidence of bone nonunion and recurrence of pain caused by failure of fusion. Nakayama et al
[37] reported that 29 patients (31 feet) with painful accessory scaphoid bone were treated by percutaneous drilling, and 
the postoperative follow-up results showed excellent and high satisfaction in up to 96% of feet.

Percutaneous arthroscopic surgery
The surface landmarks of the posterior tendon, navicular, and AN are drawn preoperatively. The navicular and AN 
cartilage symphysis are found by fluoroscopy, and a needle is inserted into the cartilage symphysis and used as a marker. 
The metatarsal side of the navicular is the entrance for observation, and the dorsal side is the entrance for surgery. The 
plantar portion of the symphysis is incised, taking care not to extend beyond the lateral plantar border of the articular 
cartilage symphysis. After removing the interarticular cartilage, reduction of the joint symphysis is completed by close 
attachment of the navicular-AN joint. Cannulated screws are inserted through the cartilage symphysis under fluoroscopy. 
A short leg cast is used to maintain the ankle in the dorsiflexion and adduction position. The cast is maintained for 4-6 wk 
without weight bearing. The advantages of this procedure are better cosmetic results, less scar pain, reduced risk of 
nonunion, and the potential to preserve the posterior tibial tendon and talonavicular joint[38]. The disadvantage of this 
technique is that it is difficult to popularize and carry out.
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Table 1 The therapeutic effect of different treatment methods on accessory navicular reported in the literature

Ref. Surgical method Cases Results as good/complications

Jasiewicz et al[25], 2008 Simple AN resection 22 20/2

Cha et al[21], 2013 Simple AN resection 25 24/1

Cha et al[21], 2013 Kidner procedure 25 24/1

Zeng et al[42], 2020 Kidner procedure 10 9/1

Kim et al[31], 2020 Modified Kidner procedure 11 11/0

Luo et al[33], 2021 Modified Kidner procedure 19 19/0

Nakayama et al[37], 2005 Percutaneous drilling 29 29/0

Chung et al[40], 2009 Navicular-AN joint fusion 31 25/6

Zeng et al[42], 2020 Navicular-AN joint fusion 6 5/1

Shi et al[22], 2023 Subtalar arthroereisis combined with medial soft tissue reconstruction 35 32/3

Fang et al[23], 2023 Modified Kidner procedure combined with subtalar arthroereisis 25 22/3

AN: Accessory navicular.

Navicular-AN joint fusion
The upper edge of the posterior tibial tendon is exposed and removed, and the cartilage joint between the AN and the 
navicular is located. The articular cartilage is scraped off with a scraping spoon, AN is separated from the navicular 
tuberosity, and the protruding bony processes of the fusion surface are removed in order for the fusion surface to be flat. 
The fusion surface is drilled evenly with Kirschner wire, and AN is moved to the distal metatarsal side and fixed. Casting 
is not required, but the foot should be free of weight bearing for 6 wk. The advantages of this procedure are that it is 
suitable for accessory scaphoid bone larger than 7 mm[25], reconstruction of posterior tibial tendon, and preservation of 
its integrity without changing the biological force line of the posterior tibial tendon, and improvement in pain. The 
disadvantages are nonunion, recurrent pain, foot valgus, and collapse of the arch. Only the joint between the accessory 
scaphoid and the interscaphoid of the foot is cleared, and insertion of the posterior tibial tendon is not reconstructed[27]. 
Knupp et al[39] reported the 1-year follow-up results of navicular-AN joint fusion and showed significant pain relief and 
bone healing without complications of medial arch collapse. However, Chung et al[40] reported a high incidence of 
nonunion following the navicular-AN joint fusion procedure. Fritz et al[41] suggested that fusion or fusion failure may be 
attributed to improper choice of footwear and/or type of physical activity. Zeng et al[42] reported that in adolescents, 
navicular-AN joint fusion and the Kidner procedure had similar therapeutic effects in type II painful AN. For type II 
painful AN with mild to moderate flat foot, the mid-term pain and function after fusion are satisfactory, but the rate of 
bone nonunion is high[43].

CONCLUSION
Before choosing the treatment method for painful AN, the cause of pain should be determined, and attention should be 
paid to distinguish it from other causes of medial midfoot pain. At present, conservative treatment is still the first choice, 
and surgical treatment should be considered when the pain is not relieved by conservative treatment. Classification is 
significant for guiding the choice of surgical methods, but there is no unified surgical method. Each surgical method has 
its advantages and disadvantages (Table 1), and individualized treatment should be adopted according to the specific 
conditions of each child.
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